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"Never Again"

Kevin Gover's Apology
for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Christopher

iI

Buck

nSeptember
onbehalf
oftheBureau
of
8,2000,speaking

IndianAffairs(BIA),AssistantSecretaryof the InteriorKevin Gover offered a historic apology for the agency's policies and actions throughout its 175-year history-particularly for its devastating impact on
AmericanIndiannations,whether federallyrecognized, unrecognized,
or extinct.' Over much of its history,2the BIAwreaked havoc in Indian
Country through policies that, in their most extreme forms, ranged
from extermination(physical genocide) to assimilation(culturalgenocide). Indeed, its legacy of anti-Indianabuses of power staggers the
imagination and remainsa source of profound shame for nearly every
American of conscience who is aware of this relentless assault on all
things Indian. In his capacity as assistant secretary for Indian affairs
under the Clinton administration(November 1997 to January2001),
Gover took the occasion of the BIA's175th anniversaryas an opportunity tomakehistoryby apologizing
for it.
Gover's apology was official as to the BIA itself, but did not presume to speak on behalf of the federal government. Nevertheless the
event was as controversialas it was historic. Sadly,it was also as ephemeral as it was memorable. Although widely reported by the national
and internationalpress, Gover'sapology has since suffered a death by
silence. Recovery of the BIA'svideotape of that event, however, and a
formalreflection on its significance five years later,affordsan ideal opportunity to reflect on the history that Gover made and its implications
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for further remedial actions, particularly with regard to the issue of
reparations.Educators,moreover,may take an interest in Gover's BIA
apology as a resource for bringing university students (and the wider
public)to a greater awarenessof and sensitivity to unresolved issues of
underratedmagnitude that persist in IndianCountry today. This paper
revisitsGover'sapology, and arguesthat this "NeverAgain"speech-as
it has come to be known-should not languish in its current death by
silence. To illuminepublic opinion and enlighten public policy, educators have a duty to carry forwardthe torch of Gover'smessage, in order
to addresspast injusticesand redress present inequities.
In 2000, the time had finally come for the BIA to speak to the
Indian nations in a spirit of contrition. While a formal apology would
have largelysymbolic value only, the adventof the new millenniumwas
an auspicious occasion for sending a signal federal message to Indian
Country, an opportune time to make a formal apology that was long
overdue. An apology that is too late can never be too soon. Acting entirely within his official prerogative, Gover was empowered to make
this apology on behalf of the BIA.The White House had been duly informed when Gover sent PresidentClinton'schief adviser on Indianissues, LynnCutler, an advancecopy of his speech. Although the White
House did not object to it, the death by silence began even when Gover
was speaking.During the speech, a representativeof the White House
was present-but chose neither to endorse nor comment on Gover's
apology. Thus, although he was the top BIA official under Clinton's
administration,Gover could not officially speak on behalf of that administration.The irony is this: while the administrationdid not oppose
him, neither did it back him. The moment was golden, but the silence
was deafening.
The time had come to look to the future by reflecting on the
past. The BIAhad operated continuously for 175 years. During most
of that time, its policy was benighted, not enlightened. Establishedby
Congress as part of the War Department in 1824, the BIAwas transferredto the Department of the Interiorin 1849. But the war metaphor
persisted,and there were "Indianwars"to be fought. The BIA'senabling
legislationcouched malign policies in benign objectives. In theory, the
BIA'smission was to assist Native Americans and Native Alaskans to
manage their affairsunder a trust relationshipwith the federalgovernment. In practice,the BIAbecame an instrumentof subjugation,landappropriation,forced assimilation,and in some cases, extermination-all
of which Gover acknowledgedin his apology.The BIA,now comprising
some ten thousandfederalemployees, had operatedas a "necessaryevil"
for American Indians during the post-Indian wars period, precisely
because it served as the principalinstrumentfor implementingfederal
trust obligations(even though the BIAhas grossly mismanagedits fiduciary responsibilities).Acting as the executioner of shifting and often
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pernicious congressionalpolicies, however, the Bureauhas profoundly
harmedIndianpeoples over its 175-yearperiod of operation,through at
least the terminationera3of the 1960s and beyond. For most of its history, the BIAabusedIndiantreaty rights and humanrights.
William Kevin Gover has been called a "briefcase warrior"4in
fighting for American Indian rights. A citizen of the Pawnee Nation
of Oklahoma, Gover earned his BA in Public and InternationalAffairs
from Princeton University'sWoodrow Wilson School of Government
in 1978. In 1981, Gover was awardeda JurisDoctor, with honors, from
the University of New Mexico School of Law.After clerking forthe late
U.S. District JudgeJuanG. Burciagaof Albuquerque,Gover practiced
environmentaland resourcelaw and federalIndianlaw in a Washington,
D.C., firmfrom 1983 to 1986, then returnedto Albuquerqueto form a
small law firm with friends. From 1997 to 2001, Gover served as assistant secretary of the interiorfor Indianaffairs,duringwhich time he
advisedand reporteddirectly to Secretary of the InteriorBruceBabbitt.
This made Gover the highest-rankingIndianin the United States governmentduringClinton'ssecond term in office. Throughout his career,
Gover has testified extensively before Congress on issues of law and
policy affecting Indian tribes. In recognition of his stellar service to
Indianpeoples, PrincetonUniversity conferred on Gover an Honorary
Doctor of Laws in 2001.5 This is not to say that everything Gover did
was good (although all of his actions were well intentioned),but everything he did as a public advocate of American Indianswas important.
Gover is now professor of law and affiliate professor of the American
IndianStudies Programat Arizona State University.
Although not openly endorsed by PresidentClinton at the time,
Gover'sapology was officialas to the agency itself,but not as to the federal government at large. Institutionalauthority considerations aside,
Gover'sapology possessed its own moral force and was a poignant, definingmomentin the BIA'srelationshipwith its AmericanIndianconstituents as distinct political (tribal)entities. On its own merits, the apology
had a depth of sincerity and commitment that made it all the more historic. Yet it was met with more cynicism than praise.Mere words would
never be enough. The apology sought to repairtribal-BIA relationsat
an emotional level, with an agency commitment to work for the best
interests of AmericanIndiansat the institutionallevel. The speech was
not the harbingerof new policy. Butit did renew federalcommitmentto
Indianself-determination.
The irony is that it took an American Indian to officially apologize to American Indians.Critics have dismissed this as inconsequential, like a peace pipe without real peace. Critics argued that the sacred
smoke maskedthe status quo. The most vocal critics were Indians.Yet
LloydTortolita,(former)governor of the New Mexico'sAcoma Pueblo,
welcomed Gover's speech but hastened to say, "If we could get an
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apology from the whole government,that would be better."6Reactions
were most often mixed. Forinstance, Gary Ridge, principalchief of the
Southern Cherokee IndianNation, stated, "Racismwill always control
while BIAstill exists. . . . A million such statementsas made so tearfully
by Gover will do nothing whatever to solve the problem of white racism in the U.S. Government."7As Rose Weston has observed, "Inthe
intervalsince the speech, the United States government has refused to
issue an official apology to Native Americans and has taken no official
responsibility for its role in past human rights abuses."'This is largely
because, as the author later notes, the apology did not have the institutional force it should have had: "Yet,despite the candid comments
and the sweeping promise, one public speech by a single, mid-level
governmentofficial-especially one who is a memberof the oppressed
minority-is unlikely to have much lasting impact without actual
changes in government policies and citizen attitudes in the United
States."9Even more sobering is this: if, in 2000, the BIAhad not been
run predominantlyby American Indians-with an American Indianin
charge (Gover)-there might never have been an apology at all.
President Bill Clinton, who had apologized in 1993 to Native
Hawaiianson behalf of the federal government, did send his greeting
but not his apology to the gatheringwhere Gover deliveredthis speech.
Why Clinton never endorsed Gover's BIA apology remainsa mystery.
But far more disturbingthan Clinton'ssilence was the controversy that
surrounded the BIAat that time. The BIA-and Gover himself-was
engaged in a legal battle that effectively nullifiedthe apology and neutralized its impact. In 1996, a class action lawsuit,called the Cobellcase,
was filed on behalf of individualAmericanIndians,alleging the government'swholesale mismanagementof the IndividualIndianMoney (IIM)
trust accounts-totaling billions of dollars.Many of these funds simply
vanishedandremainunaccountedfor.After the BIAhad failedto comply
with a series of discovery orders,a motion was enteredto hold the heads
of the Departmentsof the Treasuryand the Interiorin civil contempt of
court. On February22, 1999, in the U.S. District Court in Washington,
D.C., Judge Royce C. Lamberthfound TreasurySecretary Robert E.
Rubin, Interior Secretary Bruce E. Babbitt, and Assistant Secretary
Kevin E. Gover in contempt.The judge orderedthe governmentto pay
$625,000 of the Indians'attorneys'fees as a penalty.Itwas discoveredthat
BIAemployees had deliberatelydestroyed IIMrecords,despite pending
discovery demands.1'Although Gover'sapology did addresspast injustices, it fell short of accountingfor presentBIAmismanagement.
THE

175TH

ANNIVERSARY

LnThe ceremony,coordinated

EVENT

by Nedra Darling, BIApublic affairsdirector, took place in the Sidney Yates Auditoriumof the Department of
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the Interior,at 18th and C Streets, NW, in Washington, D.C. This spacious hall was fronted by a stage, backdroppedwith crimson curtains.
The following description is based on the author'spersonal observations of the video of the 175th Anniversary of the BIA-footage that
took the authormore than two years of "whitetape""to obtain.'2The
speaker'spodium was solemnized by a large emblem of the Bureauof
IndianAffairsthat faced the audience.The venue bore all the trappings
of a typical government-sponsoredevent. But this meeting would be
anything but typical. Acoma Pueblo Governor Lloyd Tortolitaof New
Mexico gave the opening invocation-a prayerin his native language.
Gover began his speech by acknowledging the historicalorigins
of the BIA:"InMarch of 1824, PresidentJamesMonroe establishedthe
Office of IndianAffairs in the Department of War. Its mission was to
conduct the nation'sbusinesswith regardto Indianaffairs."Noting that
the advent of the new millenniumwas a fitting time to take stock and
reflect on the BIA'slegacy, Gover cautioned that "this is no occasion
for celebration;ratherit is time for reflection and contemplation,a time
for sorrowful truths to be spoken, a time for contrition."He then acknowledged "thefact that the worksof this agency have at varioustimes
profoundlyharmedthe communities it was meant to serve."Reflecting
on the painfultruth and the bitter reality of this history, he stated that
"fromthe very beginning, the Office of IndianAffairswas an instrument
by which the United States enforced its ambitionagainstthe Indiannations."The BIA'suse of force was worse than its ambitionitself.
The phrase"enforcedits ambition"says it all. The interestsof the
Indian peoples were not the agency's real goal. Its real mission was to
carry out a federal policy that sought to deal with the Indianproblem
in the most expedient mannerpossible. The BIA's"firstmission,"Gover
reminds us, "wasto execute the removal of the southeastern tribal nations."This resulted in what history has come to know as the "Trailof
Tears"-an American tragedy of epic proportions. "Bythreat, deceit,
and force,"Gover recounted, "these great tribal nations were made to
marcha thousandmiles to the west, leaving thousandsof their old, their
young, and their infirmin hasty graves along the Trailof Tears."On this
somber note, Gover then recited a catalog of evils for which the BIA
was singularly,although not exclusively,responsible:
Yet in these more enlightened times, it must be acknowledged that the deliberatespreadof disease, the decimation
of the mighty bison herds,the use of the poison alcohol to
destroy mind and body, and the cowardlykilling of women
and childrenmade for tragedy on a scale so ghastly that it
cannot be dismissedas merely the inevitableconsequence
of the clash of competing ways of life. This agency and
the good people in it failed in the mission to prevent the
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devastation. And so great nations of patriot warriors fell.
We will never push aside the memory of unnecessary and
violent death at places such as Sand Creek, the banks of the
Washita River, and Wounded Knee.
Gover recalls the scenes of three bloody massacres that are forever
etched in the collective memory of American Indians. The Sand Creek
Massacre13 is not only charged with emotion for virtually all American
Indians, but it sparked a national controversy as well. On November 29,
1864 (five years after the Pike's Peak gold rush), ColonelJohn Chivington
and seven hundred Colorado Volunteers (the regular Union army was
busy fighting the Civil War) launched a surprise attack on Black Kettle's
(Motavato) Cheyenne encampment along the Sand Creek. "In an orgy
of violence," writes James Olson, "with Black Kettle and others waving
white flags of surrender, Chivington's men slaughtered 450 Cheyenne
men, women, and children. Only a few escaped."14Women were sexually mutilated in the most grotesque ways. One could scarcely imagine
any greater depravity. (I'll not supply the sordid details, which cause
deep revulsion in just about anyone who reads of it.)
The sick irony in all this was that Chivington was a Methodist lay
preacher. He was known as the "Fighting Parson" whose mission in life
was "to kill Indians."" Having honored Chivington as a hero in 1894,
the United Methodist Church, on April 22, 1996, officially apologized
to the Arapaho and Cheyenne for the Sand Creek Massacre and for
having lionized Chivington for his role in it.16As for the national outrage that immediately followed the massacre, Olson states:
The Sand Creek Massacre precipitated an enormous political controversy in the United States. Large numbers
of people sided with the Indians, and political pressure
mounted for a more humane approach to Indian affairs. In
1865 Congress launched a special investigation of the Sand
Creek Massacre, and what resulted was establishment of
the Indian Peace Commission, a federal agency designed
to engage in peaceful negotiations with the Indians.'7
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Remarkably, Black Kettle escaped the Sand Creek Massacre. But on
November 27, 1868, Lieutenant Colonel George A. Custer led the
Seventh Cavalry in a surprise, dawn attack on Black Kettle's Cheyenne
sleeping encampment on the banks of the Washita River in Oklahoma.
U.S. soldiers killed and scalped the Cheyenne leader. This episode exposed the very worst of the ambitions that Gover says were "enforced"
against the Indian peoples. The government now has recognized this
past injustice by memorializing it: on November 7, 2000, Congress
authorized the establishment of the Sand Creek Massacre National
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Historic Site (PublicLaw 106-465), to be administeredby the National
ParkSystem.18
Gover also referenced the Wounded Knee massacre of 1890,
which will be briefly related here. Wounded Knee is, by far, the most
infamousmassacreknown to the American public. This blood-stained
page of American history resulted from the BIA'sattempt to suppress
the popular"GhostDance"religion-a pan-Indianmillenarianrevitalization movement, so nicknamedas to describe what whites perceived
as the Indians'ceremonial reunion with dead. After unsuccessful efforts to ban the religion, troops entered the Pine Ridge Reservation
on December 29, 1890. A minor skirmish ensued that triggered the
massacre,in which Chief Big Foot (Iniconjou)and 350 of his followers
were killed. Wounded Knee marks the last major armed engagement
between the U.S. militaryand the AmericanIndians.19
Whether through war, disease, or displacement,the result of the
Indians'encounter with the white man was devastating. "Bythe conclusion of the 'IndianWars'in 1886,"writes William C. Bradford,"the
pre-ColumbianIndianpopulationhad been reduced as much 98%, and
an Indian-freeU.S. was not beyond possibility."20In a sense, the worst
was yet to come. After the IndianWars came the BIA'spolicy of forced
assimilation.Addressingthis policy, Bradfordwrites,
Nor did the consequencesof war have to include the futile
and destructiveefforts to annihilateIndiancultures.After
the devastationof tribaleconomies and the deliberatecreation of tribaldependence on the services providedby this
agency, this agency set out to destroy all things Indian.This
agency forbadethe speakingof Indianlanguages,prohibited the conduct of traditionalreligiousactivities,outlawed
traditionalgovernment,and made Indianpeople ashamed
of who they were. Worst of all, the Bureauof IndianAffairs
committed these acts against the children entrusted to
its boarding schools, brutalizing them emotionally, psychologically, physically,and spiritually.Even in this era of
self-determination,when the Bureauof IndianAffairs is
at long last serving as an advocate for Indianpeople in an
atmosphereof mutualrespect, the legacy of these misdeeds
hauntsus.

w

0
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The consequences of the IndianWars are history, but the effects of the
boarding schools persist to this day.21There are many Indiansat present who still bear the scars of that experience. Litigation for damages
resultingfrom widespreadphysical and sexual abuse is ongoing as well.
In one of his IndianCountryTodaycolumns, published in 2002, Kevin
Gover speaks of the consequent "deadly,toxic shame that was used in
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the boarding schools, producing generations of Indianssaddled with a
crippling sense of shame."Gover elaborateson the present-day effects
of that shame:"Thistoxic shame is what many of us have inherited from
alcoholic adults in our families. If we don't deal with it, we will pass
on this deadly shame to our own children."22What are the social consequences of that shame? Gover elaborates on this parade of horrible
offenses in his speech:
The traumaof shame, fear and anger has passed from one
generation to the next, and manifestsitself in the rampant
alcoholism,drug abuse, and domestic violence that plague
Indiancountry.Many of our people live lives of unrelenting tragedy as Indianfamiliessufferthe ruin of lives by alcoholism, suicides made of shame and despair,and violent
death at the hands of one another.So many of the maladies
sufferedtoday in Indiancountry result from the failuresof
this agency. Poverty,ignorance, and disease have been the
product of this agency'swork.
But the problem of poverty among reservations is not a hot topic of
public debate. The BIAapology at least serves as a reminderfor those
who reflect on it. A full, written commentaryon the history that Gover
recounts in episodic paroxysmsof unresolved historic grief would render the speech more meaningfulto a wider public.
Then came the dramaticturning point in Gover's speech. After
presenting an encapsulatedoverview of BIA history and of its impact
on American Indianpeoples today-and taking vicariously and symbolic responsibility for that legacy-Gover asserted his leadership as
head of the BIAto registerthe fact that his apology was official as to the
BIAitself. In other words, Gover'sspeech was the officialBIAapology to
all AmericanIndians:

4c
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And so today I stand before you as the leader of an institution that in the past has committed acts so terrible that
they infect, diminish,and destroy the lives of Indianpeople
decades later,generations later. . . . I do not speak today
for the United States. That is the province of the nation's
elected leaders, and I would not presume to speak on their
behalf. I am empowered, however, to speak on behalf of
this agency, the Bureauof IndianAffairs, and I am quite
certain that the words that follow reflect the hearts of its
10,000 employees.

a_

In so doing, Gover expressed "ourprofoundsorrow for what this agency has done in the past"and that "whenwe think of these misdeeds and
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their tragic consequences, our hearts break and our grief is as pure and
complete as yours."Noting that the BIAcan do nothing to change this
to besaidbutwasso hardto say: "On behalf
history, Gover said whatneeded
of the Bureauof IndianAffairs, I extend this formalapology to Indian
people for the historical conduct of this agency."This was a dramatic
moment in the speech. Everythinghe alreadysaidculminatedin this direct, unalloyed apology. Gover also accepted "themoral responsibility
of putting things right."But an apology for past wrongs goes only half
way. A complete apology seeks to make things right. It must reconcile,
repair,and restore.After his retrospective of BIAhistory, Gover looked
prospectively into the BIA'sfuture mission and delivered what may be
the most poignant and policy-laden section of his speech:
Never againwill this agency stand silent when hate and
violence are committed against Indians.Never again will
we allow policy to proceed from the assumptionthat
Indianspossess less human genius than the other races.
Never again will we be complicit in the theft of Indian
property. Never again will we appoint false leaders who
serve purposesother than those of the tribes. Never again
will we allow unflatteringand stereotypical images of
Indianpeople to deface the halls of government or lead
the Americanpeople to shallow and ignorantbeliefs about
Indians.Never again will we attack your religions, your
languages, your rituals, or any of your tribal ways. Never
again will we seize your children, nor teach them to be
ashamedof who they are. Never again.
This recapitulatesAmerican Indian history in general-and past BIA
policies in particular.As for "false leaders,"the process remains unchanged. Each administration appoints its assistant secretary who
is then confirmed by the Senate-yet with only marginal input from
Indian leaders. This catalog of evils is also markedby its incompleteness. Gover made no claims that his apology would catalog all the
wrongs. But it did representthem collectively and apologized for them
as a whole. Whatever is missing in Gover's speech, however, ought to
be noted in commentary.Forinstance,there is no mention of the forced
sterilization of Indian women, which was a BIA-authorizedpolicywell known to historians.23As far as the Americanpublic is concerned,
however, Indianhistory largely remainsa "hiddenhistory,"as Bradford
points out:
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The brutal reality of invasion, slavery, forced relocation,
genocide, land theft, ethnocide, and forcible denial of
the right to self-determinehas not percolated deeply into
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contemporary understandings of U.S-Indian history. The
role of the U.S. in the deliberate destruction of Indian
populations, property rights, and cultural patrimonies is
for most Americans a hidden history that must be revealed
and asserted as a factual predicate supporting redress before theories of justice can be evaluated.24
Unlike the government of Turkey, which persists in denying the Armenian genocide, the American government, as a whole and at its highest
levels, should formally acknowledge its role in the decimation of Indian
nations. Only then can the federal government take full responsibility
for having perpetrated this American holocaust. American Indian history is the litmus test of American ideals. It is a historical record of
which all Americans ought to be aware. Otherwise, as Bradford rightly
observes, whatever wrongs the BIA committed will remain "for most
Americans a hidden history." But here's the problem in particular: although Gover's apology focuses on this "hidden history," the American
public remains largely oblivious. True, Gover's speech did succeed in
attracting the national press. It was widely reported nationally, even
internationally. But the public has forgotten the apology entirely. The
speech is history, and buried with it is the BIA's "hidden history" of
which Bradford speaks and which is the subject matter of Gover's apology. The public can access the text of Gover's speech easily enough.
The problem is not access, but lack of awareness (and concern). To be
fair, the public was not the primary audience. Gover's message was directed to tribal leaders and to the Indian nations they represented. The
problem is not episodic but systemic. The American educational system fails, in its entirety, to provide students a comprehensive history of
Indian-white relations.
Gover goes on to say:
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We cannot yet ask your forgiveness, not while the burdens
of this agency's history weigh so heavily on tribal communities. What we do ask is that, together, we allow the healing to begin: As you return to your homes, and as you talk
with your people, please tell them that the time of dying
is at its end. Tell your children that the time of shame and
fear is over. Tell your young men and women to replace
their anger with hope and love for their people. Together,
we must wipe the tears of seven generations. Together, we
must allow our broken hearts to mend. Together, we will face
a challenging world with confidence and trust. Together,
let us resolve that when our future leaders gather to discuss
the history of this institution, it will be time to celebrate the
rebirth of joy, freedom, and progress for the Indian Nations.
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The Bureauof IndianAffairswas born in 1824 in a time
of war on Indianpeople. May it live in the year 2000 and
beyond as an instrumentof their prosperity.
With keen sensitivity, Gover refrainsfrom asking for forgiveness from
American Indian peoples. There is wisdom in that. True forgiveness
implies a substantial reconciliation. Here, the formal reconciliation
process had just begun. This was the opportunity to begin the process
of healing. That process has to be concomitant with federal support
for the restoration of Indian self-determinationand sovereignty. The
apology does, however, end on a hopeful note, with a forward-looking
commitment, not to righting the agency's historical wrongs (because
that would necessarily involve reparations)but to rectifying the BIA's
existing policies so that the devastations already visited upon the
Indian nations would "neveragain"happen. The trail of broken treaties is a testament to one broken promise after another. Was Gover's
promise yet another broken promise?Or did his speech signal a new
era for the BIAand for Indian Country generally, coincident with the
new millennium?
Some tribal leaders, as well as the majoritypresent, openly wept
duringthe speech. Clearlythe apology succeeded on an emotionallevel.
Immediatereaction to the speech in the auditoriumwas overwhelmingly positive. After his dramaticapology, Gover received a standing
ovation. Of course, it was not the time or place to debate the merits
of Gover'sspeech. The ceremony continued. Pawneesingers Steve and
Tom Knifechief performeda special song "thatonly the Creatorcould
give."Steve Knifechief explained that "we'renot songmakers"but "this
song came too easy to us"and therefore must be inspired.Called "The
BIA Song,"the words as translated,in part, were "God forgive us,"followed by an assurancethat the Creator would take care of the Indian
peoples.
LEGAL

FORCE?

0

Apologies generally do not rise to the level of actionable government
policy. Is Gover'sspeech any different?Does the BIAapology have any
legal significance?When responding to this question, Gover reflected:
No, I don'tbelieve it has any legal significance.I believe
it was more of a markerthat we had reached a new stage
in the relationshipbetween the BIAand the tribes. The
BIAis an Indian-runorganizationnow, and that was worth
noting, and what better way to demonstratethat than to
say what so many Indianpeople who work in the Bureau
think? It was also meant to disavow certain policy ideas
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that are no longer on the table. Whether that is a permanent state we cannot know, but perhaps the speech will
make it a little harderto go back to some old, bad ideas.
Finally,I hope that the speech will serve as a markerof the
time when the tribes were/are moving beyond a survival
mentality.While that mentality was in fact critical to the
survivalof the tribes, the fact is that they have survived,
and those survivalpractices are no longer helpful to us.
Historical grief must be overcome if true progress is to be
made. Or as the Haudenosauneesay, "Youcannot see the
futurewith tears in your eyes."25
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"Historicalgrief" is an important term in American Indian studies. It
is unresolvedbitterness, an open collective wound for each Indiannation, because the United States has, in effect, colonized the American
Indians.With the shift (at least nominally)to self-determinationat level
of federal policy, it may now be said that United States (includingthe
BIA)has entered what may be termed a neocolonial era.
In this neocolonial period, the deleterious effects of American
colonialism persist. In a fully postcolonial era, most former colonies
achieve their full independence. This is not the case with American
Indian nations, however. Their inherent sovereignty has not been restored. Some will argue that this will never be the case. That notwithstanding, "self-determination"and "sovereignty"are policy markers
that are here to stay. Or are they? In an IndianCountryTodaycolumn,
Gover comments, "JusticeAntonin Scalia [of the U.S. SupremeCourt]
says point-blankon the lecture circuit that tribes simply are not sovereigns. Justice Stephen Breyertold an Indian audience earlier this year
[2002] that it is unwise to bring tribal sovereignty cases to the court
while its current members remain."26These off-the-record remarks
betray a continuing anti-Indianbias in Supreme Court jurisprudence.
Nevertheless, there can be no retreat from the rhetoric-if not the
reality-of these destiny-laden concepts of American Indian sovereignty and self-determination.
For an outside opinion by a legal scholar who himself is an
AmericanIndian,I contacted William C. Bradford,ChiricahuaApache
and professorof law. (Bradford'swritings have alreadybeen referenced
in this paper,but not Bradfordpersonally.)I askedhim whether Gover's
BIA apology is of any legal consequence. In an e-mail, ProfessorBradford replied:
My sense is that the Gover apology is little more than a
recognition of moralresponsibilitythat would not be cognizable in a legal forum.At best, an apology might support
efforts to achieve a legislative remedy;in the judicial con-
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text, even if one could credibly claim that Gover had the
authorityto transformthe legal relationshipof the U.S. to
the tribes (a very dubious proposition),a host of doctrinal
defenseswould precludelegal remedies.As a matterof customary internationallaw,providedan internationalforum
would hear a claim, the Gover apology might be taken as
formalrecognition of a legal duty owed to tribes for the
breachof which a remedy might be available.However, it
is almostinconceivablethat the U.S. would recognize the
jurisdictionof any such internationalforum,and it would
be impossibleto satisfy any such judgment in courts of the
U.S. So, I'mafraid,the Gover apology has moral,but not
legal, consequences.27
Apologies can only go so far.They aretypically more retrospectivethan
prescriptive.Apparently,there are no legal ramificationsof Gover'sBIA
apology. It succeeds in raisingafreshmoralissuesthat are implicatedby
Indian nations whose sovereignty is historical but not actual-or actual but still thwarted in the historical present by their current "ward"
status in relationto the BIA. For those in the legal profession, Gover's
speech invokes a legal history as well as the relevant legislative intent
of Congress and the ensuing implementations of policy by the BIA
under its current policies. Educators in general-and law professors
in particular-should follow these developments with some interest.
Since, of necessity,a formalapology impliesa renunciationof past practices in favorof choices that will somehow bring about reconciliationon
some level, what policy options might the BIA,Congress, and the president pursue to redress historical injustices and address current issues,
the resolution of which would constitute the fullest implementationof
Gover'sBIAapology?
FEDERAL

APOLOGY,

RECOGNITION,

REPARATIONS,
AND
BEYOND

As previously stated, Gover's speech has suffered practically a silent
death. It has also met with considerableskepticismfrom Indianleaders
across the country and from the several American Indianswith whom
I have personally spoken. Nevertheless, history may look back on this
event less harshly and perhaps with a much kinder eye. As for Gover
himself, Associated Press journalist Matt Kelley reported in 2000,
"Gover said the apology was important for two reasons: To help the
B.I.A.'smajority-Indianwork force deal with the paradox of working
for an agency that has done harmto their people and to help Indiansget
beyond 'a culture of victimhood.'" Gover reportedly added, "It'stoo
bad, in a way, that it could not be said to the Indiansby the non-Indian
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(federal) leadership,because there's a great deal of irony for an Indian
apologizing to other Indiansfor what the non-Indiansdid to them."28
Here, Gover registers a telling point. Becausethe atrocities were
committed against Indians by a national government that sought to
take away Native lands and resources, it should have been non-Indians
apologizing to AmericanIndians.Now that the BIAis run primarilyby
American Indians(due to a affirmativeaction policy in place since the
1930s giving preferentialBIAhiring to American Indians),developing
the necessary infrastructuresfor effective self-determinationis increasingly being done by Indianson both sides of the tribal-BIA divide. Is
it too crude to say that Indianshave just about taken over the BIAand
are now directing federal Indian policy? The reality remainsthat the
Bureauremainsan instrumentthat executes the existing policies of the
president, Congress, and the Supreme Court, and not the Indian nations per se.
No one disputes the authenticity and sincerity of Gover's message. His intentions were sincere and heartfelt. He was visibly emotional, even tearful,when deliveringthe last partof the apology. At that
moment in time, he was empowered, if only as a reflex of pure prerogative by virtue of being the BIA'schief administrator,to say what he did.
That Gover had at least the tacit backing of the administrationmight
be inferredfrom the fact that PresidentClinton had personallywritten
a welcoming letter to be read at the event. In the programleading up
to Gover's keynote address, that letter was read aloud. President Bill
Clinton had sent his greetings to participantsand wishes for the success of the event (butnothingmore).Clinton's letter was diplomatic, not
substantive.
The lack of follow-up-whether in the form of a laterpresidential
or congressional apology-indicates that, although Gover had official
backing,his superiorswere unwillingto accept responsibilityfor the historical crimes committed against Indiannations. Gover'sapology provided the ideal segue into an apology that could truly have represented
the United States of Americaas a whole. After all, an apology on behalf
of the U.S. governmentis not without precedent. The federal government had already issued a formal apology to Japanese-Americansfor
incarceratingthem in internmentcamps.The administrationcould have
done the same in relationto Indiannationsbut chose not to.
Why is it that, on the 100th anniversaryof the January17, 1893,
overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, Congress offered an official
apology to Native Hawaiians,but on the 175th anniversaryof the BIA,
Congress did not offer a similarapology? Gover'sBIAspeech was also
on an anniversaryof the founding of a government agency that, as in
the case of the Native Hawaiians,was largely responsible for the "overthrow"of AmericanIndians.To make it easy for Congress to write a sister joint resolution,a simplesubstitutionof "NativeAmericans"in place
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of "NativeHawaiians"would suffice, where Congress could simply say
that it
* apologizes to Native Americanson behalf of the people
of the United States for the overthrow of the Indian
nationswith the participationof agents and citizens of
the United States, and the deprivationof the rights of
Native Americansto self-determination;
* expresses its commitmentto acknowledge the ramifications of the overthrowof Indiannations, in order to
provide a proper foundationfor reconciliation between
the United States and the Native American people; and
* urges the Presidentof the United States to also acknowledge the ramificationsof the overthrow of the Indian
and to supportreconciliationefforts between the United
States and the Native Americanpeople.
Fortunately,a bill quite similarto the apology to Native Hawaiianshas
already been drafted. Introduced by Senator Sam Brownback,on his
own behalf and for Senators Ben Nighthorse Campbell and Senator
DanielInouye,S.J.Res. 37 was introducedon May 6, 2004. The namesof
additionalcosponsors-Senators DanielAkaka,Thad Cochran,Thomas
Daschle, and ChristopherDodd-were added later.On June23, 2004,
the Committeeon IndianAffairsrecommendedthat the proposedresolution (a substituteamendment)be reportedto the Senate "withfavorable
This proposedresolutionreads, in part:
recommendationthat it pass."29
The United States, acting through Congress (1) recognizes the special legal and political relationship
the Indiantribes have with the United States and the solemn covenant with the land we share;
(2) commends and honors the Native Peoples for the thousands of years that they have stewardedand protected this
land;
(3) recognizes that there have been years of official depredations, ill-conceived policies, and the breakingof covenantsby the United States GovernmentregardingIndian
tribes;
(4) apologizes on behalf of the people of the United States
to all Native Peoples for the many instances of violence,
maltreatment,and neglect inflicted on Native Peoples by
citizens of the United States;
(5) expresses its regret for the ramificationsof former
wrongs and its commitment to build on the positive relationshipsof the past and presentto move toward a brighter
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futurewhere all the people of this land live reconciled as
brothersand sisters,and harmoniouslystewardand protect
this land together;
(6) urges the President to acknowledge the wrongs of
the United States againstIndiantribes in the history of the
United States in orderto bring healing to this land by providing a properfoundationfor reconciliationbetween the
United States and Indiantribes; and
(7) commends the State governmentsthat have begun reconciliation efforts with recognized Indiantribes located
in their boundariesand encourages all State governments
similarlyto work towardreconciling relationshipswith
Indiantribes within their boundaries.30
While there has been no reported progress on the bill since June 15,
2004,31were this resolutionadopted, Kevin Gover'sBIAapology would
be fully vindicated and its purpose partly realized as an official act on
behalf of the United States of America and not just on behalf of the
Bureauof IndianAffairs.
Perhapsthe ultimateadvocacy for American Indiansat this juncture today is support for reparations,however unlikely they may be.
When I asked Professor Gover about his position on the reparations
issue, he replied,
I supportreparationsonly in this sense: Today'smaladies
in IndianCountry are the direct result of the failed policies of the past. A rationaland adequatelyfunded effort to
overcome poverty,illness, and ignorance is an appropriate
form of reparations.I would not supportpaymentsto individual Indians.It would allow the US to wash its hands of
the matter,and would accomplishvery little, save to permit
every Indianto get a new car.32
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Just as a "mereapology"is insufficientredress for past injustices,Gover
appears to be saying that, as a legal remedy, mere reparationswill not
place the AmericanIndiansbackin their"rightfulposition."Reparations,
if contemplated,must form partof a broaderfederalinitiative.The most
complete and compelling case for Indian reparationsto date may well
be William Bradford's175-pagemanifesto, "'Witha Very Great Blame
on Our Hearts':Reparations,Reconciliation, and an American Indian
Plea for Peace with Justice.3 Yet "reparations"
appearsnowhere in the
is
Indian
American
Civil
of
Encyclopedia
Rights34(even the word reparations
the
for
entries
in
as
are
the
corresponding
plenarypower,
missing
index,
and other judicial inventions). The idea of reparations
doctrine,
discovery
is simply not a constitutional concept. But it's a moral one. Professor
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Bradfordgoes so far as to call for an "AmericanIndian Declaration of
Independence."35
Anotherway to advocateon behalfof Indiannationsis to help them
regain their respective and collective tribal standing as fully sovereign,
political entities with internationalstatus-a rightfulposition they once
had but lost through SupremeCourt decisions and acts of Congress. In
2004, Gover told the Senate'sIndianAffairsCommittee, which was conducting hearings on the proposed Federal Acknowledgment Process
Reform Act of 2003 (S. 297), that, for unrecognized tribes, the process of righting historical wrongs begins not with recognition of the
wrongs themselves but of the unrecognized tribe'slegal existence:
Those of us who are or have been in positions of authority
in Indianaffairshave few real opportunities to correct historic wrongs and make lasting improvementsin the quality
of life for tribalcommunities.The federalrecognition program is one of the few undertakingsin which the United
States can definitivelycorrect grievous historic wrongs
and begin in an immediateway to undo the legacy of the
genocidal policies of the past.36

This raises the issue of why so many tribes lack federal recognition.
The BIA established the FederalAcknowledgement Project37in 1979.
It put in place a formal procedure whereby Indian tribes could individually petition for federalrecognition as legal tribalentities. The first
requirement (of seven "factors")is that each unrecognized tribe provide historic evidence of its own existence: "The tribe must prove its
existence as a functional entity from historical times to the present.38
Under this requirement,the petitioning tribe has the burden to estabBut the process
lish "ancestryas a tribe, not simply Indian ancestry."39
was generally so cumbersome and the documentation requirementsso
formidablethat by 1994 only ten tribes had achieved formal recognition, out of 164 petitions.40There is cause to ask, should the law be the
instrument of restorativejustice or an impediment to it? Is nonrecognition of otherwise duly constituted, historically documented Indian
tribes simply a formof ad hoc legal genocide?
In any event, the tribes that are federally recognized face their
own struggles for culturalpreservation-beyond their immediateeconomic exigencies. Unlike the FederalAcknowledgement Project, the
purpose of Gover's speech was to provide an acknowledgment from
the other side. In Gover'seyes, it was time (that is, long overdue) for the
federal government to formallyacknowledge what it had done historically, to confess what it cannot now undo, yet to redressby way of what
it should and must do now and in the future. Reflecting on the purpose
and significanceof his speech, ProfessorGover writes,
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My purpose was not to lay the groundworkfor reparations. It certainly was not to apologize for my own conduct. Indeed,when I say I attemptedto lay down a policy
markerof the things the Bureauwould never do again, I
really think the line had alreadybeen drawn.In the end,
I apologized for the Bureauas a matterof unfinishedbusiness. The BIAhad long since forswornany returnto the
terminationist/assimilationist
policies of the past. I am
confident that the BIAwill never support such policies,
for the simplereason that the BIAis made up of Indians.
I said what I wished somebody had said to me when I was
a child: that there is nothing wrong in being Indian,that
Indians did not deserve what happened to them, that it
should not have happened, that the United States was
wrong, that Indiansdeserved then, and they deserve now,
to be treated as humanbeings.41
The healing can only begin if the "neveragain"promises truly mark
the end of failed and tragic policies. Reparationsalone, unless carefully
conceived and implemented,may be nothing but a pay-off that has a
symbolic significanceat best. An apology alone is insufficient.Yet it is
a place to start. Butat no time did it ever rise to the status of an official
federalapology, as Gover is careful to point out:
It was not meant to result in any tangible outcome, and
certainly not to supportreparations.I understandwhy
many Indiansseek reparations,but you know what?If the
United States tomorrow decided to give us each a million
dollars,that would be great, but it would still owe us an
apology! At least it now can be said that the BIAhas apologized. The BIAstill owes much to IndianCountry,but it
no longer owes an apology, and a smallbut importantbit
of its historicaldebt to the tribes has been paid.42
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It is painfully obvious that the federal government has not yet apologized to the Indianpeoples, but a federal agency has. The need to do
so had weighed heavily on Gover's heart. It was not so much that the
right time had come but the right person. In Gover, the right man had
the right idea. And that is what made the time right, the opportunity
golden, and the moment historic.
Gover furtherreflected:"Ifelt as though the apology was a spiritual undertaking.Don't get me wrong, I am no holy man.Butthe agency
I'dinheritedowed Indiansan apology as a matterof spiritas well as fact,
and I was grateful to be the one to do that."So there was a "spiritual"
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dimensionto the apology,and that spirittouched and moved those who
were receptive to it. The fact that the speech both succeeded and failed
is not unlikea thing of beauty:its worth is in the eye of the beholder.
That many AmericanIndianshad a jaundicedview of the speech
does not, in itself, detract from the need for the speech, nor its importance. Regardlessof what its reception would be-and the reaction, as
said before, was mixed-the apology still needed to be made. "Itdoes
not matter to me that the apology did not resonate throughout Indian
Country,"Gover notes. "No apology could."The reasons are all too
clear:"So many Indiansare lost to addiction, or anger,or fear,that any
apology is inadequateto heal the soul wound of every Indian."Gover
furtherreflects:"It'senough for me that the people who were there that
day, most of them, were uplifted, even if only for a moment, and that
perhapssome Indianchild will read it someday and take it to heart."43
To that future child, Gover's BIA apology may have its own special
meaning.And this paperhas argued that the significanceof the speech
extends far beyond IndianCountry. But to what extent will the conditions of that future child differ from the present?If cycles of poverty,
addiction, and despairare self-perpetuating,then majorpolicy changes
are needed. Gover'sapology hinted at these, but offered no substantive
policy initiatives that the BIAmight undertaketo bring about reform.
What, then, is the wider significance of Gover's apology? Although his apology did not-as Gover pointed out-and probably
could not resonate throughout all Indian communities, it did, in fact,
reach a much wider audience. In 2004, the Oxford University Press
published a monograph, On Apology.In an excursus on the author's
"PersonalReflections,"Dr. Aaron Lazare(professorof psychiatryat the
University of Massachusetts Medical School) discloses that, of all of
the apologies that he has studied, Gover's ranks alongside President
Lincoln'sas the most poignant:
I findthe apologies from Lincoln and Gover to be heartwrenching, the most difficult of all those I describe in this
book to readwithout tears. I suspect that the quality and
specificity of the narrativescontribute to that response,
but I also experience a feeling of profoundshame when
I read them, because it is my country and my people who
are the culprits. . . . Even though I have never personally
harmed an African American or Native American, I feel
shame for what happened to these populations,because
they reflect (and should reflect) very badly on every citizen of the United States. . . . Accepting these responsibilities is partof what we mean when we speak of having a
nationalidentity.44
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Gover spoke of a time in the future when the BIA would be seen as
progressiveratherthan oppressive:"Together,let us resolve that when
our future leadersgather to discuss the history of this institution, it will
be time to celebrate the rebirth of joy, freedom, and progress for the
Indian Nations."However, an apology that primarilyexpresses regret
may be catharticwithout being constructive. Much more than a "mere"
apology is needed. As it stands, Gover'sBIAapology, while long overdue, is not enough. No apology can be an end unto itself. Fora government apology to be restorative,it must be reparative.
VISION

PROPOSALS

AND

REVISION:

FOR

REFORM

One colleague, in reviewing a prepublicationdraft of this article,pointed out:
Finally,and very importantly,the author offers no holistic theory of what appropriateredress for Indiannations
might look like. Why educate children about the awful
history of U.S.-Indian relationsunless to some teleological purpose?What is the point? Ostensibly, we hope those
children will grow up to become adultswith an interest in
reconciliation and redress,but the authordoes not state
as much, nor does he suggest the microprocesseswhereby
this might happen.
The reviewer is right. To remedy the problem, I will summarize,to the
best of my understanding,the latest and most comprehensive set of
proposalsfor legal reformof federalIndianlaw.
In his recent article (I viewed a prepublishedversion) "Beyond
Reparations: An American Indian Theory of Justice,"45William C.
Bradfordreviews three theories of justice: (1) Justice as Supersession
as Compensation (JAC); (3) Justice as Restoration
LU (JAS); (2) Justice
(JAR)-to which he adds a fourth: (4) Justice as Indigenism (JAI).
0
4A
ProfessorBradfordwrites, "Asapplied,JAIcommits its practitionersto
a sequential process consisting of seven distinct stages: acknowledgment, apology, peacemaking, commemoration, compensation, land
restoration,legal reformation,and reconciliation"(72). On first blush,
3
these appear to be eight stages. But legal reformationis "the capstone
in a broader structure of remedies, including the restoration of Indian
lands and the reconciliation between Indian and non-Indian peoples"
(103). Thus, Bradford'sseven stages culminatein finalreconciliation.
Acknowledgment:Bradfordurges Congress to establishand fund
"The American Indian Reconciliation Commission"(AIRC)-a truth
and reconciliation commission modeled on South Africa's.This proU
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posed body "wouldconsist of equal numbersof Indiansand non-Indians
andincludetribalchairpersonsand nationalelected officials;jurists,lawyers, and scholarsversantin federalIndianlaw,triballegal systems, and
indigenous rights regimes; and clergy" (43). The outcome of all these
hearingswould be a finalreport and recommendations:"Upon conclusion of its hearings, AIRC would send a Final Report to Congress and
the Presidentwith nonbinding remedial recommendations,to include
apologies, compensation,land restoration,and other measuresto promote and protect self-determination"(43). In a message to the author,
dated September 25, 2005, ProfessorGover comments on the first of
ProfessorBradford'sproposals:
I don't think this [is] necessary.We are wonderfully free to
publish the truth about what happened. While for many
yearsthe mediacreatedthe myth of dashingcavalrymanand
the bravecowboy, these stereotypes have been turned on
their heads since the 1960s. Consider the difference in the
way Custerwas portrayedin "TheyDied with Their Boots
On"and how he was portrayedin "LittleBigMan."No reconciliationcommissionis necessaryto dig out the truth.We
know what it was, and we are free to say what it was.
Apology: Bradfordthen advocates a formalapology "onbehalf of
the U.S. and all its citizens past and present, as symbolic recognition
of the role of public and private actors in past acts of genocide, land
theft, and ethnocide"(43). Although Kevin Gover's 2000 apology was
official in that it was formallymade on behalf of the BIA,the apology,
as alreadynoted, lacked the backing of federalgovernment as a whole.
Gover was present, but President Clinton was conspicuously absent.
Although Bradforddoes not directly mention Gover's apology, he alludes to it in his discussionof commemoration:"Thus,commemoration
functions as a sort of moral commitment device that speaks the message, 'Never again,'in a language accessible to all" (48). (I would add
that not only the language but the apology itself should be accessibleto
all people-first to the American Indiansand then to the wider public.)
Professor Gover wholeheartedly agrees: "Iagree. The United States
should apologize through the Congress and the President."
Peacemaking:This, in turn, leads to peacemaking.Bradfordproa
poses "U.S.-Indian TPM Conference (USITPMC)"composed of "the
most respected elder Indianand non-Indianstatesmenas peacemakers"
whose task is to "collectand merge spiritualand secularvalues common
to both Indian and non-Indiancultures and urge negotiators to envision a futurewhen all U.S. citizens, Indianand non-Indian,are full and
equal members of one great nation"(47). "Althoughthe recommendations of USITPMC need not be binding," Bradfordadds, "remedies
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agreed upon could be committed to paperand transmittedto Congress
as the basis for legislativeaction."Essentially,the USITPMC is a "thinktank"whose task is to propose incremental yet sweeping policy reforms. To be sustainable,public policy initiatives require popularsupport. Consensus on reparationscan be built only on common values.
ProfessorGover is of a differentopinion: "Isee no value in this. The political leaders of the tribes have demanded, and broadly have received,
the right to participatein Indianpolicy-making in both the executive
and legislativebranches."
Commemoration:When a past injustice is memorialized, it is,
in a real sense, institutionalized. By establishing national and regional
monuments to solemnize and memorialize the physical and cultural
genocide sufferedby the AmericanIndianpeoples, commemorationof
past injusticeswould serve as a present commitment to reparativesteps
to redress past injustices and their current effects. While the order is
not critical, reversingstages three (peacemaking)and four (commemoration)might enhance the continuity of the process and the progression
Bradfordenvisions. In his response to this fourth proposal, Professor
Gover remarks:
I agree. It is important for the United States to own its
history. It does that through monuments and such. The
changes at the Little BighornBattlefieldand the soon-tobe-created Sand Creek monumentare a good start.Tribes
should also seek out all of those horriblestate historical
markersthat provide a distorted version of the encounters between Indiansand whites and insist that they be
changed.
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Compensation:Although money can never make the Indian nations whole, Bradfordcautions that "anywealth transferfrom the U.S."
must act "asa symbolic act undertakenin furtherrecognition of moral
responsibility,rather than a settlement of claims"(48). This remedial
restorationis a rightful position standardthat is not an end in itself but
a means to an end. To this proposal Professor Gover gives a laconic
response:"No comment."
Land restoration: Of far greater moment is the restoration of
rightful Indian territory wrongly taken. In a process that legal historians occasionally refer to as "landtheft," treaties were negotiated to
"treataway"Indianlands and extinguish their rightful claims to them.
Treaties were expedients-licenses to steal-which were then to be
broken. Yet inherent sovereignty is never extinguished. "Indiansare
entitled to the restorationof their ancestrallands to the furthest limits
of reason and equity,"Bradfordurges, for this is a "necessaryprecondition for the exercise of the powers of self-government,the generation
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of wealth, the propagation of culture, and the expression of religious
belief"(49). Landrestorationis an absolute prerequisitefor Indiansovereignty and self-determination.
Bradfordhastens to add, "the transferof sovereignty over territory need not disturbprivateland titles"(50). Rather,he "envisionsthat
the process of landrestorationwill be undertakenin the least disruptive
fashion possible: non-Indiansare encouraged to remain in possession
of their real property entitlementson the sole condition that they agree
to live in peace with their Indianneighbors under Indiansovereignty"
(51). While the operational details Bradfordproposes are beyond the
scope of this paper, he notes that "hundredsof millions of acres exist
in connection with which there are few conflicting claims"and that "a
creativestrategy for identifying suitableand appropriatelands wherein
to transfersome quantumof sovereignty"is entirely possible (53). This
land reformleads to legal reform.
Professor Gover agrees with this proposal in essence but says,
"Thisis happening already,albeit very slowly. Tribes have learned how
to go about reacquiringland, and the United States has been cooperative in many circumstances. On the other hand, the return of the
BlackHills just isn'tgoing to happen in our lifetimes."If this egregious
"landtheft"were to be officially acknowledged and apologized for, as
ProfessorBradfordproposes, then perhapsthe process of land restoration may be accelerated, once it is prioritized on the national agenda.
Expeditingthis importantlegal remedywill go farin restoring,as much
as possible, American Indian nations to their rightful position, even
though they will never be made whole.
Legal reformation: Indian nations have a unique trajectory of
legal history outside as well as within the Constitution. Indian history may be periodized as the Age of Sovereignty (1789-1870), the
Age of Assimilation(1871-1934), The Indian New Deal (1934-1945),
AssimilationRevisited(1945-1969), andThe Age of Self-Determination
(1969-present).46We are in the era of Indian self-determination.But
is it the age of Indiansovereignty? Courts have long recognized that
Indiannationsare inherently"distinct,independent political communities, retainingtheir original naturalrights"47as to their local autonomy
and self-government.Indian tribes constitute a "separatepeople, with
the power of regulating their internal and social relations."48The
Indian peoples possess "the right . . . to make their own laws and be
ruled by them."49How empowered, then, are tribes to exercise their
self-determination?
Bradford advocates full Indian self-determination, with all of
the rights to restored sovereignty that this implies. "Under this approach, which might well be implemented by the resumption of the
treatymakingprocess, the presumptionagainst autonomoustribal selfgovernance,graduallyaccreting since the early 19th century, would be
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overturned,"Bradfordsuggests, "andtribes would once more be presumed to possess near-absoluteterritorialautonomy complete with the
powers to create and enforce laws over all persons within theirjurisdiction in respect to all issue-areas,save for commerce and the dimensions
of externalsovereignty-i.e., foreign relationsand defense"(55).
Even more concretely, Bradfordadvocates passage of an "Omnibus Indian Rights Act"buttressed by constitutional amendments that
would fundamentallyredefine federal Indian law vis-a-vis Indian selfdetermination.Under this plan, "fourprimaryreform measures"would
(1) strengthen protections of Indian religious and cultural rights;
(2) establish "specificand enforceable trust-based remedial programs
for Indian beneficiaries";(3) establish "newjudicial institutions committed to resolving ambiguities and construing treaty terms in favor
of tribal reserved rights and to the enforcement of the trust doctrine";
and (4) incorporate"thoseprinciplesof internationallaw supportiveof
the rights of Indiansas indigenous peoples"(56).
Judicially,Bradfordproposes an independent, Article III"Court
of IndianAffairs"on whose benches would sit "Indianjudges schooled
in the history of U.S.-Indian relations"and, having appellatejurisdiction, would be empowered"tohear cases sounding in federalIndianlaw
and competence to awardrestitution of Indian lands and rights"(57).
Bradfordwould also create Article I courts and such federalagencies as
would, through their quasi-legislativerulemakingauthority,effectively
rework the trust doctrine within a separation of powers framework
(57). The Article I courts, "when adjudicatingcases affecting Indian
rights,"would "appointa special master fluent in Indian legal issues to
hear the merits"(57). Bradfordfurther proposes an "IndianAssembly,"
but it is not quite clear whether this would be an independent agency
within-or an advisorybody outside-of the federalsystem.
There are three constitutional amendmentsthat Bradforddeems
necessary to successfully effect this peaceful revolution. In reverse
order: (1) one amendment is required to "restoreor confirm the staLU tus of Indian tribes as entities superior to the States in the federalist
hierarchy";(2) another amendmentwould "recognize Indianproperty
IA as within the full meaning of the protections of the Fifth Amendment
Takingsand Just Compensation clauses of the U.S. Constitution";and
0o
(3) the third amendment would "renounceplenary power or permit
u
devolutions of power that enhance tribal autonomy and sharply limit
the subject matter and issue-areasin which Congress may treat Indian
tribes as domestic dependencies"(58) and that might, in turn, effect "an
o
eventual resumption of treatymaking with Indian nations"(58). This
z
appearsto be a comprehensive plan to transformthe "ward"status of
tribes, under the current trust doctrine, into domestically sovereign
nations that yield only external sovereignty to the United States as a
kind of concurrentsovereignty.This is ProfessorGover'sresponse:
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I believe there is utterly no chance that the Constitution
will be amended, so I'll not comment on the specifics. I
agree that many reformsare needed. I also believe that the
knowledgeable observermust acknowledge that the last
forty years of Indianpolicy makinghave worked an extraordinarychange in Indianaffairs.We are no longer struggling to survive.That battle is over. Now we are trying to
learn to flourish.That will take time, but currentpolicy
makes it possible. Never forget that fifty years ago, the
United States was still trying to finishoff tribal governments.We can neverassumethat this policy will not make
a return,but it seems unlikely.
Reconciliation: What is effectively Bradford'seighth stage "imposes a duty not upon the U.S. but upon Indianpeople"(60):
If the U.S. restores a meaningfulmeasureof land to Indian
tribes and amends its legal and political order to ensure
respect for and protection of fundamental Indianrights
to self-determination,a new regime of peace and justice
worthy of emulation and export must be rewardedwith
the most precious gift Indianscan bestow: forgiveness.
By forgiving the U.S. and all its people in a solemn ceremony broadcast globally to symbolize the dawn of the
new relationship, Indianswill finally be allowed to heal,
and all Americanswill be released from the chains of history and freed to forge a better tomorrow.The U.S. and
Indiantribes are not only intertwined geographically and
historically,they are interdependent.Indianautonomy
and prosperity on the one hand, and U.S. legitimacy and
global leadershipon the other, are inseverable,with each
a necessary condition for the full realizationof the other.
(60-61)

ul

Lu

This statement is quoted at length to best capture and convey the
good-faith spiritof these sweeping, yet conceivably pragmatic,proposals. On this eighth and finalproposal,ProfessorGover remarks:"Thisis
a fine vision, and one that I endorse."
In a sentiment showing that a dual Indian-Americanpatriotism
is possible, Bradfordstates: "Despite its imperfections, the U.S. is an
exceptional nation, and the greatest exponent of liberty the world has
ever known"(61). He hastens to add, however, that America'sworld
role can only be as effective as its moral authority allows, and that includes, firstand foremost, structuraljustice for its indigenous and other
oppressedminorities.
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Although Bradfordcharacterizes his proposals as "stages,"their
sequence need not be predetermined. A single constitutional amendment, for instance,mightbe a firstratherthan last resort,andboth statutory and case law would flow from such a reconfigurationof constitutional powers. Essentiallywhat Bradforddoes is to place a governmental
apology within a broaderperspective, whereby the apology becomes
partand parcel of the reparationsprocess. To effectively pursuea reparationsagenda-even if motivatedpurelyby enlightened self-interestboth federaland state governments-and American Indiantribes, both
recognized and unrecognized-must begin with an official apology
ratherthan end with it. Such an apology as Gover'sopens old wounds
but cannot heal them. At best, it is a balm, but not a cure. Whether future reparationstake the shape of Bradford'sproposals or other forms,
Kevin Gover'sspeech is probablythe best place to start in terms of enlisting publicsupportfor the public-policyinitiativesthat will be needed
to begin the process of healing. "Reparations"
is simply a synonym for
"healing."Without reparations,there can be no healing. Reparationsof
some kind will determinethe ultimatesuccess or failureof Gover'sapology. Both Indiansand non-Indianswill be crucialin the process.
In his historic September 8, 2000, BIA apology, Assistant Secretary Kevin Gover officially represented the BIA (as its head). He
acted in advance of his own government. In a sense, Gover took the
leadershiprole for the U.S. governmentwith respect to Indianpeoples.
ButPresidentClinton did not follow. Perhapsanotherpresidentwill.
The BIA apology essentially was a progressive contradiction in
terms of existing federalpolicy. In a real sense, Gover also represented
the sovereign Indiannations themselves (as their effective advocate in
his capacity as the highest-rankingIndianofficial in the land). And so
the "BriefcaseWarrior"did the impossible: he semi-officially apologized for a government that has yet to officially do so. It was a singular achievement-a signal victory. But the victory was little more than
symbolic-a signal, a gesture, a stated intention, semi-officialrhetoric
that could be the truth or a lie or somewhere in between in terms of
its future implementation.One wonders whether the U.S government
will fully back and act on Gover's historic initiative, to transformthe
present effects of the BIA'spast harmsinto future good.
While courts test cases and controversies,history and ultimately
public opinion will test the courts. As Supreme Court Chief Justice
William Rehnquist has noted in dissenting dicta: "That there was
tragedy, deception, barbarity,and virtually every other vice known to
man in the 300-year history of the expansionof the original 13 Colonies
into a Nation which now embracesmore than three million squaremiles
and 50 States cannot be denied."'5
Progressnecessitatesredress.Educators-Indian and non-Indian
alike-can and should work together to effect a sea-change in pub-
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lic opinion on Indian issues. Public opinion ripens into public policy.
Gover'sapology can be instrumentalin this process. With considerable
effort, the present writer has obtained the video of Gover'sBIAapology. Legally, it is public domain. Yet it has not effectively entered the
public domain, the civic sphere where the apology-and the issues it
so dramaticallyaddresses-can be seen for the first time by audiences
who knew nothing of its existence and even less about its significance.
As an educator, I feel strongly that Professor Gover's speech
should be brought back to intellectual and institutional life, to become
the gold standard by which progress may be measured in Indian affairs.If nothing else, this singularspeech should be integrated into the
curriculumof every high school and university across the nation, so
that the "Never Again!"speech elicits the assent of each new generation of Americans, that they may, one day, carry forwardits mandate
for the economic, social, and spiritual reconstruction of Indian nations. If the fact that "FederalIndian Law"is now required on the bar
exams of New Mexico51and Washington52is any indication of a new
legal trend, then more non-Indianlawyers may have the opportunity
to become advocates for American Indian rights on the path back to
self-determinationfor Indian nations-and legal recognition of their
inherent sovereignty-leading to a symbolic redemption of America
itself, by making things right. Kevin Gover could not and cannot fight
the cause of redressfor AmericanIndianpeoples alone. The BIA'sspirit
is willing, but the agency's ability to effect reparationsis weak. Other
"briefcasewarriors"will have to fight to make peace. And it remainsfor
the "privatepublic"-those in the privatesphere who may shape public
policy-to really begin the healing. Kevin Gover's historic BIAapology added impetus to that process. As public domain legally, Gover's
speech should become public domain educationally, if the tide of reparativeintransigenceis to be turned.

My thanks to Dr. Kevin Gover, professor of law and affiliate professor of the
American Indian Studies Program of
the College of Law at Arizona State
University, for reading an earlier
draft of this paper and for providing
valuable comments. Thanks also to
Dr. William C. Bradford, Chiricahua
Apache and professor of law, and Philip
Prygoski, professor of constitutional
law at Thomas M. Cooley Law School
for their suggestions. Any and all errors are my own, for which I take full
responsibility.

University and college professors (as
well as high school teachers) who wish
to obtain a DVD of the 175th Anniversary of the Establishment of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs for classroom use may
e-mail their requests directly to the
author at dr.christopher.buck@gmail
.com. On averaging duplicating, packaging, and shipping expenses, Dr. Buck
will determine a nominal fee to cover
costs.
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